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Tools for tree-building using Y-DNA test results and surname projects
John Cleary – Rootstech London, October 2019
This class will take you through the steps to get the most from Y
DNA test results – especially how to work with a small number of
matching results, preferably with mainly similar surnames. You
may be running a small surname study for your name. It is always
recommended to work with the Surname Project for your name if
there is one. Start one if there isn’t!

In the class if you would like to work through the examples and
you are comfortable using spreadsheets like Excel, Keynote, etc.,
you can work with along with me on trying out some of the best
tools for analysing a Y DNA dataset.
To do this, before the class go to the Project link below and copy
and paste this group into your preferred spreadsheet – and then
bring it to the class on whatever device you like to work with.

In the class we will use a small dataset from a surname project –
see the image below. We will take this dataset through several
stages of analysis presenting the most useful online tools for Y
DNA. There is already a lot of information on this image that you
can use to work out more about this name, and where it comes
from.

If not, don’t worry – I will post up the answers to the tasks during
the talk. If you have time before the class, feel free to test some of
the tools linked below, try out the tasks before the class and bring
your answers along with you.

Task for the class: Here is a dataset – a larger view can be seen at the Camp-Kemp DNA Project (click through to DNA results) and
you can paste it into a spreadsheet if you would like to follow the activities in the class: https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/kemp/about/background.
These members of the project have made their results publicly viewable, and another view of the same dataset can be seen at the YP984-JACKS
Haplogroup Project: https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/yp984-jacks/about/background.
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1. Two types of Y marker – STRs and SNPs
SNP – single nucleotide polymorphism. A (practically) permanent
mutation at a single point on a chromosome. Pronounced “SNiP”.
Good for:
•
•
•

Building trees! Better than STRs.
SNPs are stable enduring throughout human history and far
longer.
Building the tree of human descent back through the paternal
line.
Hard markers of membership of a family, branch or lineage markers that (unlike STRs) will not back mutate.

STR – short tandem repeat. Short repeating strings – count the
number of repeats. A mutation is a change in the number of
repeats (up or down). Good for:

•

•
•
•

Things to do with a set of Y STR results (a ‘haplotype’):

•

Proving two people are not related.
Suggesting two people may be related.
Estimating the time to a Most Recent Common Ancestor
(tMRCA).
Common in every genetic family so they can bring higher
resolution to a tree and can identify branches.

•
•
•

Weaknesses of STRs:
•
•
•

•

Unstable, can mutate up and down.
Back mutations – a value goes up and then back down again,
making it invisible in later descendants.
Parallel mutations – the same mutation occurs twice,
separately, in a genetic family, causing confusion over whether
or not it marks a shared branch on the tree

Work out the modal (most common) values. These might be
the values of the common ancestor (MRCA) – but not
necessarily, so be careful.
Identify markers that are private to individual testers and
shared non-modal (so may mark branches).
Can you spot any shared markers in the dataset that can be
possible shared or branch markers? Or parallel mutations?
Work out the haplogroup. What are the modal values for the
haplogroup (or major subclade)? Does the whole group share a
marker that is different to the haplogroup modal? If so, this
might be a signature marker that identifies the genetic family
from others within the haplogroup.
Some tools and tasks for these steps are on the next page.
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2. Key tools for analysing STRs
Leo Little’s Y-STR frequencies by haplogroup
A classic resource that is useful for judging whether a
marker value is rare or common for 6 popular haplogroups
(E3a, E3b, G, I, J2, R1a, R1b).

NevGen
Predicting the haplogroup and sub-group of a haplotype:
http://www.nevgen.org
Using haplogroup and subclade markers:
•
•
•
•

Warning – this is now quite old, and its reliability has not
been checked for a long time, but with this in mind it is still a
useful tool used by Y STR researchers.
http://freepages.rootsweb.com/~geneticgenealogy/genealog
Using haplogroup and subclade markers:

Can you work out the haplogroup and most recent
subclade for the Kemp dataset?
Where can we find any modal values for these subclades?
If you can find some, can you identify any possible
signature markers for this genetic family?
Are there any possible shared branch or parallel markers?
Can we tell the difference at this stage?

•

Using this reference resource, can you see whether any
of the markers in the Kemp dataset may be particularly
rare or particularly common?

Estimating time to Most Recent Common Ancestor:

McGee-Ferguson Y Utility
Estimating the time to most recent common ancestor
(tMRCA): http://www.dna.cfsna.net/HAP/Modified-yUtility.htm

•
•

This is an updated version of the well known McGee Y Utility
(http://www.mymcgee.com/tools/yutility111.html) with
updated mutation rates and functions for estimating tMRCA
(both versions can still be used).

Try running the Kemp dataset through either of these see if you can find out interesting information about the group.
Can you find estimated ages between any two pairs of testers in
the group? (Either version will do this)

Can you find an estimated age for the whole group? (Use the newer
version for this).
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3. Trees – for genealogy and genetic trees with SNPs
DNA results don’t mean anything on their own – they need to be
fitted to genealogy research. Always draw up good trees for the
lines of your test takers back to the Most Distant Known Ancestors
(MDKA). If you find trees online or in published family histories,
verify the trees by checking them against genealogical records. You
want your genealogies to be accurate!
•
•

Now look at the dataset on page 1. Can you see which
haplogroup it belongs to?
The main SNPs for this lineage are:
Z284 > L448 > YP355 > YP618 > YP984 > YP1413
A good SNP tree for this haplogroup is the YFull Tree. Can you
find these SNPs on it (hint: use the Search box)?

If you are researching a surname from a locality, draw up trees
for each lineage in the area of interest.
Identify testing candidates from the living people in these trees.
Two people from each lineage is recommended, who are not
too closely related – at least 3rd cousin distance is best.

The YFull Tree https://www.yfull.com/tree/R-YP1413/
YFull.com is an analysis platform which analyses results from
Big Y-700 and WGS (Y chromosome) tests for a small fee.
They provide an intuitive interface to read your test results
and confirm and sometimes discover new private SNPs.

The Big Tree by Alex Williamson http://www.ytree.net
Look at this online tree built from SNP test results submitted
by thousands of test takers. It is an incredible resource but
not all test takers can submit their tests here.

Using the YFull SNP Tree
•

Using the Big Tree:
•
•

Can you see why it is not currently suitable for the
members in our Kemp dataset?
There are three Kemps in this tree. Can you find the one
on this page:
http://www.ytree.net/DisplayTree.php?blockID=186 ?
Where does this test taker’s ancestry come from? Can
you identify which haplogroup and major subclade he
comes from?

•

•
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In the YFull tree can you see other SNPs within this
grouping? (Hint: hover the mouse over +3 SNPs or +1
SNPs). These are blocks of SNPs that occur together (in
all tests so far).
Now can you see the estimates for tMRCA that YFull has
created based on the SNPs? What is YFull’s oldest
possible age for the YP1413 group? And its youngest
possible age?
How does this age compare with the one you found on
page 2 from the McGee-Ferguson Y Utility?
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SNPs and genealogical data on one tree diagram. The genetic
markers are put into the best fit with the family history researched
from records and documents, and they are placed in the most likely
chronological order.

4. From SNP trees to Mutation History Trees
If your project has gone well you will have:
•
•
•

STR markers that mark branches of your genetic family
Confirmed genealogical lines from the testers back to the
most distant known ancestors (MDKA)
SNP markers unique to your lineage

See Maurice Gleeson’s blog series on creating an MHT for one of
his Gleeson surname lineages (see references, page 6) for how to
build your own MHT from your data.

How can we bring all this information together? Enter the
Mutation History Tree (MHT) – a tree that combines the STRs,

And the final Y DNA tool for this class: SAPP by Dave Vance
generates a possible MHT automatically from an input file like this:

SAPP by Dave Vance
Builds a possible MHT from your STRs, SNPs and genealogical
data http://www.jdvtools.com/SAPP/

*add more STRs, SNPs and MRCA data in the format shown
/STRDATA
395091/RGK
13
25
15
11
11-14
11
13
11
31
15
9-10
21
14
20
33
12-15-15-15
19-21 17
15
17
18
34-40
11
8
17-17 8
11
10
10
12
22-22 16
11
12
13
24
21
12
12
11
11
12
12
/SNPDATA
395091/RGK (YP984+ YP1413+ YP1414+ YP6059-)

Using SAPP
Your final task – if you are ready for it – is to create an MHT for
the Kemp dataset, using SAPP.
•
•
•
•

You must create an input file as a plain text file
Then click Choose File on the SAPP page and select your
input file
Click Execute and a page of tables will be generated
At the bottom of this page click the button Get SAPP Tree to
download the tree image.

12
11
11
12
8
12
13

12
11
11
11
11
13
11

8

/GENDATA
John Kemp 1791-1851 (280129/GrK 395091/RGK)

See the SAPP instructions page with the link to the example file
at http://www.jdvtools.com/Inputs/.

/OPTIONS
OFFRIGHT

Your file should look something like the example opposite –
paste in the remaining STRs, SNPs and MRCA names from the
dataset

In the class we will compare your versions with my SAPP version.
Remember – SAPP trees are only hypotheses. If you change the
parameters the tree will change, sometimes dramatically. Use
this tool to experiment with possibilities.
5
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5. Further reading and useful resources for Y DNA
Chris Pomery (2010) Defining a methodology to reconstruct the family
trees of a surname within a DNA/Documentary dual approach project.
JOGG 6 (1) http://www.jogg.info/62/files/Pomery.pdf

Graham S Holton (editor), John Cleary,
Michelle Leonard, Iain McDonald &
Alastair F Macdonald (2019). Tracing
your ancestors using DNA: a guide for
family and local historians. Barnsley,
South Yorkshire: Pen & Sword Books.

James M Owston (2019) Y-DNA analysis for a family study. In: Debbie
Parker Wayne (ed). Advanced genetic genealogy: techniques and case
studies. Cushing, Texas: Wayne Research, pp 79–106.

See:

Maurice Gleeson (2018) DNA & your genealogy. Ajax, Ontario:
Moorshead Magazines.

Alastair F Macdonald & John Cleary.
“Y-DNA tests” pp 104–147

Kelly Wheaton (2013) Beginners guide to genetic genealogy.

https://your-genealogy-history-store-usa.myshopify.com/collections/tracing-your-ancestors-series

https://sites.google.com/site/wheatonsurname/beginners-guide-to-genetic-genealogy

John Cleary & Iain McDonald.
“Projects” pp 163-190

John B Robb (2018) DNA Testing for Genealogical Purposes.
http://www.johnbrobb.com/JBRdna.htm

John Cleary, Iain McDonald & Graham
S Holton. “An integrated approach to
DNA testing for genealogy” pp 191-204

Maurice Gleeson (2016) Series of 4 blogs on building a Mutation History,
starting with: The Gleason / Gleeson DNA Project: L2 MHT - The Updated
Family Tree of Lineage II (Dec 2016).
https://gleesondna.blogspot.com/2016/12/the-updated-family-tree-of-lineage-ii.html

ISOGG Wiki: Y chromosome tests:
https://isogg.org/wiki/Y_chromosome_DNA_tests
Y-DNA tools: https://isogg.org/wiki/Y-DNA_tools
and many more informative encyclopedia entries
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Diana Gale Matthiesen, “Signature Marker Values”: What they are and
how to use them.
http://dgmweb.net/DNA/General/SignatureMarkers.html
Chris Pomery (2009) The advantages of a dual DNA/documentary
approach to reconstruct the family trees of a surname. Journal of Genetic
Genealogy 5 (2) pp 86–95. http://www.jogg.info/52/files/Pomery.htm
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